
Unit 5 Quadratic Function Review Algebra 2 NAME:

What form is this equation written in?

Date:

Graph the functions ( 5 points and AoS)

What is the form/equation using a,b,c,h,k,q or p: 

What is the Axis of symmetry of this equation: x=

What is the VERTb( of this equation:
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3. g(x) = -4(x— + 1) Graph the functions (5 POIfft nd os)

What form ts this equatton wntten in?

What IS the form/e uation using or p.

What is the Axi of symmetry of t equation: x:
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7. JP kicked a soccer ball and ifs height can be modeled by the function

= —16x2 + 20x + 0.5 where x is tinie in seconds and Rx) is the height above the
ground in

a. Based on this model we know that the n ax height is and it occurs at time x =

Oof ((0.625)
b. What is the height that JP kicked the ball from?

Y' 6.75

d. When did the ball hit the ground? C)

z -20

-32 32

275 sec-Os

e. When is the ball at the height of 20 feet?

(-16)

CA cC -Iq.g
f. How close or far away can the goal be that is 6ft tall for the ball to be able to score?
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8. The discriminant formula is:

9. What will the parabola graph look like if...

a. The function has a Negative Discriminant is:

b. The function has a Positive Discriminant is:

c. The function has a Discriminant of 0 is:
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Factor and Solving Review LET'S GET GOOD AT THIS! Name:

You will be factoring or solving all the expressions or equations by factoring. The skills are all mixed, you will
need to decide which skills are being applied and which to use.
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